
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional 
Attributes 

I am  prepared directly  volunteering independent and group performances of works 

electricity, plumbing, sewage, construction of classic and latest models, agriculture, 

livestock, wine, appliances, furniture, tapestry, auto electrics, fine art, different 

orientation, canvas, wall and furniture many of these living environments  and needs. 

Skills  Since June 25
th
, 2018. I am retired with 42 years work path in EPS-Yugoslavia 

 I worked as a brigadier groups of workers as independent in its entirety jobs with greater 

responsibilities, and the number of skilled workers electricity in  the general affairs  of  the 

installation  of Energy and low - voltage DC - measurement and control electronics, 

mechanics, pheomatik  , automation , hydraulics and instrumentation  in parallel,,, 

 I am individual universal human borderless art artist, vocal soloist universal music and 

writer. I am prepared directly volunteering independent and group performances of 

workers with electricity, plumbing, sewage, construction of classic and latest models, 

agriculture  livestock, wine, appliances , furniture, tapestry, auto electrics , fine art, 

different orientation, canvas, wall and furniture  many of these living environments and 

needs.  

 I am very adaptable and tolerant, and  as a responsible  person, very honest. I  do not 

smoke and do not drink. I will also point out that I am a very responsible and  hard 

working. I know cooking and I love it. That is one of my favorite hobby otherwise the 

driver three categories ( B,C,E). Physically I am strong and ready and we haves strong 

physical will and I am very intelligent, and sensible humor and execution humor.  

 I am single  father- widowed since 1995. I have two daughters. They are in a university.  

 Percent own  health satisfactory for parallels universalism my abilities and boundless will 

for universal successfully completed actions, correct and up to date  and shall 

autonomously. The  name that would be happy  with any of the meetings with employers 

and wider circles wherever you are and doing.  

 I worked also in farms with animals, and I worked also with many the machines that are 

used in the farm.  My job in farm included:  Harvest and inspect crops by hand 

Irrigate farm soil and maintain ditches or pipes and pumps, Direct and monitor the 

activities of work crews as they plant, weed, or harvest,  Operate and service farm 

machinery, Spray fertilizer or pesticide solutions to control insects, fungi, and weeds, 

Move shrubs, plants, and trees with wheelbarrows or tractors, Livestock feed and clean 

and disinfect their pens, cages, yards, and hutches, Examine animals to detect symptoms 

of illness or injury, Herd livestock to pastures for grazing or to scales, trucks, or other 

enclosures.  

 Since August 2017. until December  2017. I worked at the farm in Germany. 

 I have diploma of High School, International  drivers license exam passed from B,C,E.

 Computer Skills:  

 Microsoft Office 2007, 2010, 2013 

 Installing Windows 7, 8.0 Pro 

 Removing viruses  

Agim Zeka (June 25th, 1953) 
Universal worker 
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 Making websites 

 Making Presentations    

Experience  Electro Mechanical Electry  Power Industry of Serbia  

 (October, 1976  – PRESENT ) 

Zestka 15, 11000 Belgrade Serbia 

www.eps.rs  

   

Education 

Languages  

  

Technical High School (SEPTEMBER 1969- 1973) 

Croatian (very good) 

English (good) 

Albanian (very good) 

  

 

 

 

 

http://www.eps.rs/

